#1617 The Yom Kippur War and the Abomination of Desolation – The series of 4’s (fours)
leading up to and surrounding the latter day(s) fulfillment of Daniel 8:9 through Harry
Truman and the Atomic Bomb, part 1a, The Four Freedoms
Genesis 4:3-5 (KJV) And in process of time it came to pass, that
Cain brought of the fruit of the ground an offering unto the
LORD.
4 AND ABEL, HE ALSO BROUGHT OF THE FIRSTLINGS
OF HIS FLOCK AND OF THE FAT THEREOF. AND THE
LORD HAD RESPECT UNTO ABEL AND TO HIS
OFFERING:
5 But unto Cain and to his offering he had not respect. And Cain
was very wroth, and his countenance fell.
Key Understanding: The Four Freedoms. Franklin D. Roosevelt’s
January 6, 1941, State of the Union message (Annual Message to
Congress) defined his conceptions of America’s role in the conflict of World War II and of
the fundamental purpose of American democracy. The fundamental purpose of American
democracy would be defined through the “Four Freedoms.”
The Four Freedoms. January 1941 saw Europe at
war and divided between German and Russian
spheres of influence. Britain was the only power still
holding out against the Nazi onslaught. Japan was
engaged in its ruthless war in China and had begun
to occupy French Indochina. The United States had
managed thus far to stay out of the conflict, though
it was sending ever increasing supplies to Britain.
Roosevelt, newly elected to an unprecedented third
term as president, was steering a fine course
between the country’s desire to stay out of war and
his own realization that the security of the nation
depended upon its preparedness for the contingency
of going to war.
In his address (the Annual Message to Congress),
FDR outlined the tasks that had to be carried out in
order to prevent the Axis nations from achieving
victory and defined the positive goals such a policy
would ultimately achieve. A fascist victory would
bring not peace but danger to America. The ultimate
defeat of the aggressor nations, Roosevelt stressed,
would constitute a victory for the democratic principles underlying the American political
system. FDR used the speech to clarify his conception of those principles. They were the Four
Freedoms – freedom of speech, freedom of worship, freedom from want, and freedom from fear.
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Daniel 8:9 (KJV) And OUT OF ONE OF THEM [the second
Syria, the United States] CAME FORTH A LITTLE HORN,
which waxed EXCEEDING GREAT, toward THE SOUTH, and
toward THE EAST, and toward THE PLEASANT LAND
[Harry Truman, through the double events of the dropping of the
Pu-239 August 9, 1945, atomic bomb and the May 14-15, 1948,
U.S.-recognized birth of Israel].
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